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● Readers leave “information-rich” traces of their navigation behavior

Wikipedia reader navigation

● Insights into navigation patterns have high utility
○ Understanding and better serving readers’ needs

○ Address knowledge gaps: identify missing/hard-to-find content

○ Identify and mitigate inherent structural biases (e.g. gender gaps)

○ Organize articles into a curriculum to improve the learning experience of readers

● Limited studies of reader navigation in Wikipedia

● Key challenge: Real navigation traces are kept private!



● Publicly available data consisting of:
○ Counts of (referrer, resource) pairs                                                                                        

extracted from (private) server logs

○ 1-hop neighborhood of each page

○ Omits pairs occurring < 10 times

Wikipedia Clickstream

● Another challenge:
○ Next page visit depends only on the current page

○ Only captures first order navigation behavior



Key research questions

● How different are real trajectories from synthetic trajectories 
generated using the Wikipedia clickstream?

● How well can we approximate reader navigation via Wikipedia 
clickstream?



Empirical 

characterization
● Mixing of flows

● Diffusion in semantic space

Setup for evaluating ‘real*’ vs ‘synthetic’ trajectories

Downstream tasks
● Next-article prediction

● Link prediction

● Semantic relatedness

● Topic classification
* Real trajectories are obtained from Webrequest server logs (include fingerprinting, and only ‘direct’ internal links)



Mixing of Flows
Follow all trajectories passing through a given node. Connect source- and target-pages.

Strong	mixing

(AMI	≅ 0.1)

● Quantify predictability using 

(adjusted) mutual information

Stronger mixing (lower AMI) indicates low predictability

Weak	mixing	

(AMI	≅ 0.6)



Mixing of Flows

Majority of real trajectories exhibit strong mixing (AMI ≅ 0)

Less than 10% pages have an AMI > 0.2



Next article prediction

● Train a markov order-2 model with input (s1, s2, t)
● Rank of true target (t* | s1,s2) in the ranked list obtained via P(t | s1,s2).
● Evaluate on a held-out test set using MRR

● Performance difference larger for low-resource languages
○ Hypothesis: k-anonymity (links > 10 clicks in Clickstream-Pub) plays a larger role than 

the restriction to first-order transitions
○ Difference mitigated in ‘filtered’ queries: prune all queries that lack observations in 

the training set
†Indicates statistical significance (𝑝 < 0.05) between the best and the second-best method using bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals



Quantitative summary of relative differences (%) 
between Real and Synthetic Navigation sequences

Differences are statistically significant but with ‘small’ (<10%) effect sizes



Quantitative evidence for the utility of Wikipedia clickstream as a public 

resource that can closely capture reader navigation on Wikipedia

● Real trajectories exhibit strong mixing (AMI ≅ 0)
● A small set of articles (≅ 0.1%) portrayed larger AMIs

○ Highlights cases where real trajectories differ substantially from synthetic

● Clickstream data performance is within 10 % (or less) in comparison 
to real trajectories
○ Navigation embeddings from synthetic and real data are of comparable quality

Takeaways



● Cases exist, when real data is required (clickstream is not good 
enough)
○ Tracking activities of the same user: revisitation patterns, multi-tab behavior, etc.
○ How readers interact with additional content: images or infoboxes
○ Understanding information consumption patterns of Wikipedia readers

● For many cases, clickstream is good enough
○ Research on navigation in Wikipedia  becomes accessible to a wider audience
○ User privacy: No need to store or reveal sensitive data!

Implications

● Broader Impact
○ An open question whether our findings will generalize beyond Wikipedia
○ Clickstream-like data can empower broader research on user navigation on online 

platforms
■ Encouraging the community to release such datasets



Thank you!



Diffusion in semantic space



Link prediction



Semantic relatedness & Topic classification
Spearman’s	rank	correlation

F1-score

†Indicates statistical significance (𝑝 < 0.05) between the best and the second-best method using bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals


